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The number of k node subtrees of a tree is its kth Whitney number. This paper establishes 
quadratic bounds in the number of nodes on the alternating sum of the Whitney numbers 
weighted by k*. The lower bound is achieved precisely for paths on an even number of nodes. 
The upper bound is achieved for Edmonds’ alternating trees. A rooted alternating sum is 
shown to be related to the Gallai-Edmonds matching decomposition and the structure of 
maximum independent sets in the tree. 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper T will denote a tree on IT( = n nodes. A k-subtree of T 
is a set of k nodes of T which induce a connected subgraph of T. The number 
A,(T) of k-subtrees of T is the kth Whitney number of the lattice of subtrees of 
T. For any node p, the number of k-subtrees of T containing p will be denoted by 
a,(T;p). This paper is a continuation of the investigation begun in Part I [5] of 
the following alternating sums: 
ET = i (-l)k-lAk(T) 
k=l 
ET(P) = k$I (-l)k-‘Q(T; P) 
I&- = i: (-l)k-‘kA,(T) 
k=l 
TIT(P) = k$I (-l)k-lk%(T; P) 
ZT = 2 (-l)k-‘k2A,(T) 
k=l 
Part I was concerned primarily with the invariants E, E, and H. Here the focus 
will be on q and 1. The importance of the n-invariant stems from the fact that its 
values determine the other four invariants. This is clear for E, H, and Z from the 
following results from Part I: 
Q(P) = 0 iff qT(p) s 0 and E=(P) = 1 iff qT(p) > 0 (1.1) 
6. = c Q-(U) and 4 = 2 q=(v) (1.2) 
VET VET 
That the q-values also determine ET is shown in Section 2 below. The goal here is 
to obtain (Theorems 4.7, 5.2 , and 6.1) the following estimates from a study of 
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the n-values of a tree T: 
HT-ETs VT(P) c HT and &- s (HT)2 
-n/2 < qT(p) C (n + 1)/2 
-(n” + 2n)/4 c Z, < (n + 1)*/4 
In the last relation, equality holds on the left iff T is a path on an even number of 
nodes and equality holds on the right iff T is an alternating tree in the sense of 
Edmonds [2] (defined in Section 5). The starting point is the recursive procedure 
established in Part I for the determination of the n-values n&). Let vr, . . . , ud 
denote the neighbors of a node p in T, and let Bi denote the brunch (i.e. 
component) of T\p containing 21,. Then Bi will be called a O-brunch or a l-brunch 
at p according to whether Es,(t’i) is 0 or 1. Equivalently, Bi is a O-branch or a 
l-branch according to whether ne,(vi) 6 0 or ne,(vC) 2 1. The recursive relation 
(2.9) of Part I may now be reformulated as follows: 
(a) If there are two or more l-branches at p, then qT(p) = 0. (1.3) 
(b) If there is exactly one l-branch B, at p, then q&p) = -qB,(vi) < 0 
(c) If there are no l-branches at p, then qT(p) = 1 - i Ila,(vi) > 0 
i=l 
It is important to note that whether a branch is a O-branch or a l-branch is an 
intrinsic property of that branch and its root and does not depend on the ambient 
tree. This fact will be used repeatedly. 
2. The GaUai-Edmonds decomposition 
In any graph G, a matching is a set of edges having no endnodes in common. A 
maximum matching is one with the largest possible number of edges. A matching 
is perfect if it covers all the nodes of G. The structure of the maximum matchings 
in G can be shown [6] to be determined by the following “Gallai-Edmonds” 
decomposition of the node set of G: 
G+: all nodes left uncovered by at least one maximum matching 
GO: all nodes not in G+ but adjacent to a node of G’ 
G-: all other nodes. 
A set I of nodes of G is independent iff there are no edges between nodes in I. A 
maximum independent set is an independent set of nodes of maximum cardinality. 
Let A(G) denote the number of edges in a maximum matching in G, and let p(G) 
denote the number of nodes in a maximum independent set in G. In bipartite 
graphs, the Gallai-Edmonds decomposition may also be defined in terms of 
independent sets. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose G is a bipartite graph. Then for any node p in G, 
(a) p E GC iffp belongs to all maximum independent sets of G; 
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(b) p E Go iffp belongs to no maximum independent sets of G; 
(c) p E G- iff p b e ongs I to some but not all maximum independent sets of G. 
Moreover, u(G) = IG-1/2 + IG+I and n(G) = IG-I/2 + IG”l. 
Proof. (a) is Lemma 3.4 of Part I [5]. If p E Go, then by dehnition p is adjacent 
to some node q in G+. Thus by (a), p cannot belong to any maximum 
independent set. To complete the proof of (b) and to show (c), it thus suffices to 
show that if p E G-, then p belongs to some but not all maximum independent 
sets. 
Let G- = A U B be a bipartition of G- into independent sets. By definition of 
G-, there are no edges from G+ to G-. Thus A U G+ and B U G+ are both 
independent. By the Gallai-Edmonds Structure Theorem [6], G- has a perfect 
matching. Thus, IAl = IBI. Moreover, any maximum independent set contains all 
of G+, none of Go, and at most half of G-. Thus A U Gt and B U G+ are both 
maximum independent, and any p in G- belongs to exactly one of these two sets. 
It also follows that p(G) = IAl + IG’l = ]G-l/2+ IG’]. Now by the Gallai- 
Kijnig theorems [4], A(G) + p(G) = JGI from which A(G) = IG-l/2 + IGo] 
follows. 0 
We now show that in a tree T, the n-values determine the Gallai-Edmonds 
decomposition. The following lemma will also prove useful, here and in the 
sequel. 
Lemma 2.2. Let p be a node of a tree T with q=(p) = 0. Suppose q is a neigh&or 
of p and Q is the branch of T at p containing q. Then TIT(q) > 0 ifl Q is a l-branch 
at p. 
Proof. Let P be the component of T which contains p when the edge pq is cut. 
Then P is a branch at 4. Moreover, P contains every branch at p except Q. Since 
y&p)-= 0, by (1.3) there are at least two l-branches at p, so at least one of them 
is contained in P. Thus alp 5 0 by (1.3), so P is a O-branch at q. Now if Q is a 
l-branch at p, then every branch at q in Q is a O-branch by (1.3). Since P is the 
only other branch at q and it is a O-branch, it follows from (1.3) that q&q) > 0. If 
Q is a O-branch at p, then ve(q) s 0 so by (1.3), there is at least one l-branch at 
q in Q. But this is also a l-branch at q in T, so VT(q) c 0 by (1.3). 0 
Theorem 2.3. For any tree T, 
(4 T’ = {P E T: VT(P) >O> 
(b) To = {p E T: r&) = 0} 
(c) T- = {P E T: tlr(p) (0) 
Moreover, T’ k an independent set. 
Proof. (a) follows from Theorem 2.10 and Lemma 3.5 of Part I. By Lemma 3.4 
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of Part I, T+ is an independent set. To complete the proof, it suffices to show that 
p E To iff r&p) = 0. 
If T]=(P) = 0, then by (1.3) there are at least two l-branches at p. By Lemma 
2.2, the root of such a l-branch has positive q-value and hence belongs to T+ by 
(a). Since T+ is independent, it follows that p $ T+, so p E To as desired. 
Conversely, suppose p E To. Then p is adjacent to a node q in T+. Let P and Q 
denote the components containing p and q, resp., when the edge pq is severed. 
By (1.3), since r,+(q) > 0, there are no l-branches at q in T. Now P is a branch at 
q in T, so it must be a O-branch. Hence qp(p) 6 0. Thus by (1.3), there is at least 
one l-branch B at p in P. This is also a l-branch at p in T. Now since there are no 
l-branches at q in T, there are certainly none in the smaller tree Q. Thus, 
rl&) ‘0 by (1.3) so Q is also a l-branch at p. Thus B and Q are two l-branches 
at p in T, so qT(p) = 0 by (1.3). Cl 
It follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 that the rZ-values of a tree determine not 
only the invariants E, H, and Z but also the important invariants A and p. By 
Theorem 1.4 of Part I, ET =p(T) f or any tree T. Thus the q-values also 
determine the E-invariant. The remainder of the paper will be concerned mainly 
with deriving explicit formulae for the q-values in terms of a decomposition of 
the tree related to the Gallai-Edmonds decomposition. 
3. The q-decomposition of a tree 
In any tree T, a node p will be called a positive, zero, or negative node 
according to whether qT(p) > 0, qT(p) = 0, or r],(p) < 0. It is also convenient to 
classify edges according to the signs of their endnodes. By Theorem 2.3 and the 
definition of To, there can be no edges of type (+, -). Since T+ is independent, 
there are no edges of type (+ , +). The other four types-(0, +), (0, 0), (0, -), 
and (-, -)-can all occur as illustrated in Fig. 1. However, as shown below, the 
edges of types (0,O) and (0, -) are “inessential” in the sense that they do not 
influence the n-values of any nodes. 
To show this, it is useful to note how the rules (1.3) may be applied recursively 
to obtain the value of q&u) for any node u in tree T. First, consider T as rooted 
at Y. For each node u in T, let 
D(u; T,) = {w E T: u lies on the path from w to V) 
denote the descendent subtree of u in the rooted tree T,. If u is a leaf of T,, then 
D(u; T,) = {u} and the q-value of u in D(u; T,) is trivially 1. In general, the 
r-value of u in D(u; T,) is obtained via (1.3) from the q-value of the children wi 
of u in their descendent subtrees D(w,, T,). Note that the D(w,, TV) are all the 
branches at u in T except for the branch containing the root u. Finally, when the 
root v is reached, we have D(v; T,) = T so the q-value here is qT(u) as desired. 
This process is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. The q-diagram of a tree. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose P and Q are disjoint trees, p is a zero node of P, and q is 
either a zero or negative node of Q. If T is the tree formed by joining P and Q with 
an edge pq, then 
a) qT(v) = %(v) for all v E P 
b) qT(v) = rlo(v) for all v E Q 
Conversely, suppose p and q are adjacent nodes of a tree T with qT(p) = 0 and 
VT(q) s 0. Let P and Q be the components of T containing p and q, resp., when 
the edge pq is cut. Then a) and b) hold. 
Fig. 2. Recursive determination of the v-value at the root of a rooted tree. 
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Proof. Let v be an arbitrary node of Q, and consider T as rooted at v. As noted 
above, the value of qT(v) may be obtained by recursive application of (1.3) 
starting at the leaves of the rooted tree T,. Whatever effect P will have in this 
process will be passed along the edge pq from p to q. However, since qp(p) = 0, 
it is clear from (1.3) that P will make no contribution to the q-value of q in 
D(q; T,) and hence will make no contribution to the q-value of the root v. Thus 
TIT(V) = V&V). 
Now suppose v E P. If q&q) = 0, then the above argument applies with the 
roles of P and Q reversed. Thus suppose qa(q) < 0, so Q is a O-branch at p in T. 
Again any influence Q may have on ~~(21) must be passed from q to p along the 
edge pq. Since up(p) = 0, there are at least two l-branches at p in P. If two of 
these fail to contain v, then there will be two l-branches at p in D(p; TV), so the 
q-value of p in D(p; T,) will be 0. On the other hand, if there is only one 
l-branch at p in P missing v, then this l-branch determines the q-value of p in 
D(p; T,) by (1.3b). In either case, Q makes no contribution to the q-value of p in 
D(p; TV) and hence has no influence on the q-value at the root v. Thus 
VT(V) = 77P(V). 
To obtain the converse, it suffices to show that the assumptions imply 
C+(P) = 0 and q&q) G 0. N ow Q is a branch at p, so if it were a l-branch we 
would have q=(q) >O by Lemma 2.2. Thus Q is a O-branch, so qa(q) ~0 as 
desired. Since Q is the only branch at p not in P, it follows that the two or more 
l-branches at p in T are all contained in P. Thus qp(p) = 0 as desired. 0 
Just as there are certain edges which play no role in the determination of 
q-values, there are also certain nodes which do not influence q-values. A node p 
is a totally zero node of a tree T iff there are at least three l-branches at p in T. 
Equivalently, by Lemma 2.2, p is totally zero iff p has at least three positive 
neighbors in T. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose p is a totally zero node of a tree T, and Q is a component 
of Tip. Then for each v in Q, qT(v) = q&v). 
Proof. Let q be the neighbor of p in Q. Then P = T \ Q is the branch at q 
containing p. Since there are at least three l-branches at p in T, there are at least 
two l-branches at p in P. Thus qp(p) = 0. It follows that P will have no influence 
on the recursive determination of q=(v). Thus qT(v) = r&v) as desired. 0 
Now suppose T is any tree. Deleting all edges of types (0,O) or (0, -) and all 
totally zero nodes will break T into subtrees called the q-components of T. Since 
there are no (+, -) edges, the q-components are of two kinds: 
negative: consisting of only negative nodes 
positive: consisting of only positive and zero nodes. 
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(For example, the tree in Fig. 1 has 9 q-components: 7 positive and two 
negative.) By Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, the q-values in each ?,i-component are the 
same as in the full tree. Hence our attention will now be focused on the 
q-components. 
4. Negative q-components 
The Gallai-Edmonds Structure Theorem [6] states (among other things) that in 
any graph G, the subgraph induced by G- has a perfect matching. It is useful to 
describe this matching in the case of a tree in terms of l-branches. If q&p) < 0, 
then by (1.3) there is a unique l-branch at p. The root of this l-branch will be 
called the mute of p. An edge pq joining a negative node p to its mate q will be 
called a forced edge of T. It is clear from the following lemma that the forced 
edges form a perfect matching of T-. (In fact, it can be shown that the forced 
edges are precisely those edges of T which belong to every maximum matching of 
T.) The forced edges are indicated in Figs. 1 and 2 by heavy lines. 
Lemma 4.1. If p is a negative node, then the mate q of p is also negative, and p is 
the mate of q. 
Proof. Again let P and Q be the components containing p and q when the edge 
pq is cut. Then Q is the unique l-branch at P. Since it is a l-branch, every branch 
at q in Q is a O-branch by (1.3). The sole remaining branch at q in T is P. By the 
uniqueness of Q, there are no l-branches of p in P. Hence by (1.3), qP(p) 3 1. 
Thus P is the unique l-branch at q as desired. •i 
Let us now assume that T is a tree with only negative nodes. By the results of 
Section 2, this is equivalent to supposing that T has a perfect matching. This 
matching is known to be unique [7] and hence consists of the forced edges of T. 
Since all nodes are negative, there is at each node p of T a unique l-branch UP in 
T. It follows from a result of F. Clarke (Theorem 3 of [l]) that UP is the unique 
branch of T at p with an odd number of nodes. (This characterization of the 
l-branch at a negative node is not valid in trees which also have nonnegative 
nodes, as examination of Fig. 1 reveals.) 
The goal of this section is to establish a simple means of determining the 
n-values at each node of a perfectly matched tree T. For any two nodes v and w 
of T, there is a unique path 
P[v, w]: u =x0, x1, . . . , xk_1, xk = w 
from v to W. Let us say that v and w are linked in Tiff the perfect matching on T 
also perfectly matches P[v, WI-that is, iff k is odd and each edge xzixzi+i is a 
forced edge of T. Let Lnk,(v) denote all nodes of T that are linked to v. 
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Lemma 4.2. Let p be a node in a tree T with a perfect matching. Then 
V&P) = -DMp)l. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on 1 T I, the result being obvious if T consists of a 
single edge. 
Let 4 be the mate of p. Let ui, . . . , vd be the neighbors of q other than p, and 
let Bi be the branch of T at q containing vi. By (1.3), it follows that 
%(P) = -%7&q) = - (1 - 1$1 %&)) . (4.3) 
Now each Bi inherits the perfect matching from T, so by induction qe,(vi) = 
-]Lnk,,(vi)I for each i. Notice that any node other than q that is linked to p must 
lie in some Bi and be linked to vi in Bi. Thus 
d 
Lnk,(p) = (4) U U L&,(4, 
i=l 
so the desired conclusion follows by substitution in (4.3). 0 
Corollary 4.4. Zf T has a perfect matching, then 
Z, = - c ILnb(v)l 
VET 
Proof. This follows from (4.2) and (1.2). 0 
Corollary 4.5. Zf T has a perfect matching, then Z, is even. 
Proof. Since v is linked to w iff w is linked to v, each linked pair v, w is counted 
twice by the sum in (4.4). 0 
If T is a tree with a perfect matching, then one may form a new graph on the 
nodes of T by taking two nodes to be adjacent iff they are linked in the sense 
above. The two results above may then be interpreted in terms of the degrees and 
number of edges in this “link graph”. Hans-Jurgen Bandelt (private communica- 
tion, 1984) showed that this link graph is always chordal bipartite in the sense of 
Golumbic [3] and gave an abstract characterization of link graphs of trees. 
In a perfectly matched tree T, a node p satisfies the odd distance condition 
(ODC) iff the distance from p to any endnode in the unique l-branch UP at p is 
odd. 
Lemma 4.6. Zf T has a perfect matching, then for any node p of T, q*(p) 3 
-(lU,l + 1)/2 with equality iff p satisfies the ODC. 
Proof. Suppose that p is linked to a node z in T. Let q and y be the mates of p 
and z, respectively. Then the path P[p, z] from p to z begins with the edge pq 
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and ends with the edge yz. It follows that z lies in the branch UP at p. Also since 
P[p, y] = P[p, z]/{z}, the forced edge yz is not on the path from p to y, so p is 
not linked to y. Thus p is linked to at most one node of each forced edge in 
UP U {p}. Hence ILnk,(p)l G (lb’,1 + 1)/2, so the desired inequality follows from 
(4.2). 
If equality holds in (4.6), then p must be linked to exactly one node of each 
forced edge in UP. Let e be an endnode of Up (other than q). Then p is linked to 
either e or the mate of e. But p cannot be linked to f since the forced edge ef is 
not on the path P[p, f]. Thus p is linked to e. Whence the path P[p, e] had odd 
length, so the distance from p to e is odd as desired. 
Conversely, we wish to show that if p satisfies the ODC, then lLnk,(p)l = 
(1 + lU,l)/Z from which equality in (4.6) will follow by (4.2). We shall prove this 
by induction on ITI, the case of ITI = 2 being obvious. As in the proof of (4.2), 
again let ul, . . . , vd be the neighbors of q in Up and let Bi be the branch of T at q 
containing vi. Let wj be the mate of vi, and let Ci denote the unique l-branch at 
vi. (See Fig. 3.) . 
. 
. 
Fig. 3. The q-determination at a negative node. 
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Since the distance from Vi to any endnode e in Ci is two less than the distance 
from p to e, it follows that each 2ri satisfies the ODC in the subtree Z$. Thus by 
induction, (Lnk&ni)] = 1 + ]C,]/2. We now claim that Z$ = Ci U {vi}. If this is not 
the case, then there is a node z0 adjacent to zti but different from q and wi. Let z1 
be the mate of z,,. If zi is not an endnode, it has a neighbor z, # z,. Let z, be the 
mate of z,. Continue in this way to get a path zozl . . * z2k+l which will terminate 
at some endnode .&+i. This endnode has distance 2k - 1 to z. and hence distance 
2k + 2 to p. But this violates the ODC for p. Hence no such z. can exist. Thus the 
claim is established and we get ILnks,(vi)l = IBi(/2. But since 
Lnkr(p) = (41 U ze, Lnk,,(uJ, 
it follows that ]Lnk,(p)l = 1 + Cf=‘=, ]&l/2 = (1 + l&()/2 as desired. Cl 
Theorem 4.7. Let T be any tree on n nodes. 
(a) For any node p in T, q&p) 2 -n/2 with equality iff T has a perfect 
matching and p is an endnode of T at odd distance from every other 
endnode of T, 
(b) For any forced edge pq in T, r],(p) + VT(q) 2 -(n + 2)/2, 
(c) IT 3 -n(n + 2)/4 with equality iff T is a path on an even number of 
nodes. 
Proof. (a) Let S be the n-component of Tin which p lies. We may assume 
p is negative or else the inequality is trivial. Thus S has a perfect matching. Let Q 
be the branch of S at p containing the mate of p. Then by (3.1) and (4.6), 
VT(P) = rls(P) 2 -(IQ1 + 1)/2 3 - ISI/ 2 -n/2 
Clearly equality holds iff S = T and p is an endnode satisfying the ODC by (4.6). 
(b) Again let S be the q-component of T containing p and q. Let P and Q be 
the connected components obtained from S by cutting the edge pq. Then using 
(3.1), (3.2) and (4.6), we get 
VT(P) + e(q) = VS(P) + rls(q) 3 [-(IQ1 + lV21+ [-WI + 1Pl 
2 -(n + 2)/2 (4.8) 
(c) A lower bound on IT may be obtained by dropping the nonnegative 
summands in (1.2) and summing the rest of the terms paired by forced edges. 
There are at most n/2 forced edges, each contributing at least -(n + 2)/2 by part 
(b). Thus the inequality (c) holds. 
Suppose now that equality holds in (c). Then there must be exactly n/2 forced 
edges, implying that these form a perfect matching in T. Moreover, equality must 
hold in (4.8) for each forced edge pq. By (4.6) this means that every node in T 
must satisfy the ODC. 
Suppose T has at least three endnodes, say u, v, w. Since a tree has the Helly 
property [3], there is a point p common to the three paths P[u, v], P[v, w], and 
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P[u, w]. Now the distances from p to some two of U, V, w must have the same 
parity. These two endnodes are then at even distance from each other, contrary 
to the ODC. Thus if every node of T satisfies the ODC, T can have only two 
endnodes and hence is a path. 
Conversely, if T is a path on an even number of nodes, then each node of T 
satisfies the ODC. Hence equality holds in (4.8) for all forced edge, so equality 
also holds in (c). Cl 
5. Positive q-components 
Following Edmonds [2], we shall call a tree an alternating tree provided its 
nodes may be partitioned into two independent sets, the inner nodes and the 
outer nodes, so that each inner node has degree 2. Equivalently, an alternating 
tree is a tree in which the distance between any two endnodes is even and every 
node at odd distance to an endnode has degree 2. Edmonds [2] showed that for 
any outer node v of an alternating tree T, there is a maximum matching of T 
which covers all nodes of T except V. Hence all outer nodes are positive. 
Consequently, the inner nodes are zero nodes. Since these all have degree 2, an 
alternating tree has no totally zero nodes and all edges are of type (0, +). Hence 
an alternating tree does not break into smaller q-components. 
Conversely, suppose T is a positive q-component of some larger tree. Then the 
sets T+ and To partition the node set of T. T+ is independent by Theorem 2.1, 
and To is independent since T contains no (O,O)-edges. Since T has no totally 
zero nodes, the degree of each zero node is at most 2. But every zero node has 
degree at least 2 since by (1.3) there are at least two branches at every zero node. 
Hence T is an alternating tree with T+ and To as the sets of outer and inner 
nodes, respectively. 
Now let T be an alternating tree. Regarding each inner node with its two edges 
as a single edge joining two outer nodes, one sees that T contains exactly one 
more outer vertex than inner vertices [2]. Thus ITI is odd, and T contains 
(ITI + 1)/2 outer nodes. 
Theorem 5.1. Let T be an alternating tree on n nodes. 
(a) r],(p) = (n + 1)/2 for each outer node p of T. 
(b) Hr = (n + 1)/2 
(c) Zr = (n + 1)‘/4 
Proof. (a) We shall prove the relation r&p) = (ITI + 1)/2 for outer nodes p by 
induction on ITI, the case ITI = 1 being obvious. Let vr, u2, . . . , vd be the 
neighbors of an outer node p in T. Each vi is an inner node and so has exactly 
one neighbor Wi different from p. Let Ci be the branch of T at vi which contains 
y, and set Bi = Ci U {vi}. Thus Bj is the branch at p containing vi. Now it is easily 
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easily seen that each Ci is again an alternating tree with We as an outer node. Thus 
nc,(wJ = (ICJ + 1)/2 by inductive hypothesis. Now Cj is the unique l-branch at vi 
in Bi, SO by (1.3) we get qe,(vi) = -(]C,] + 1)/2= -IBil/2. Now B1, . . . , Bd are 
all O-branches at p in T, so (1.3) yields 
VT(P) = 1+ 2 I&l/2 = Cl+ ITI)/ 
i=l 
as desired. 
(b) By (1.1) and (1.2), ZZT is the number of positive nodes of T. As observed 
before the proof, in an alternating tree T, this number is (ITI + 1)/2. 
(c) Since T has no negative nodes, by (1.2) IT is the sum of Q&) over all 
positive nodes p of T. By (a) and (b) this is [(n + 1)/212. 0 
Theorem 5.2. Let T be any tree on n nodes. 
(a) For any node p in T, ~]~(p) G (n + 1)/2 with equality iff T is an alternating 
tree and p is at even distance to every endnode of T, 
(b) IT G (n + 1)2/4 with equality iff T is an alternating tree. 
Proof, (a) We may assume qT(p) > 0 since otherwise the inequality is trivially 
strict. Let S be the positive r]-component of T containing p. Then by (5.1), (3.1), 
and (3.2) we have 
MP) = rls(p) = (ISI + 1Y2 s (n + lY2. 
Clearly equality occurs only when S = T. In an alternating tree the outer nodes 
are precisely the nodes at even distance to the endnodes. 
(b) BY (1.2), (3.1), and (3.2j, IT is the sum of Is over all q-components S of T. 
Let S,,..., Sk be the positive r]-components of T, and let “zi = IS,]. Then by 
(5.1) Is, = (mi + 1)2/4. Thus 
Z, = (g (mi + 1)‘/4 =G (1 + $ mi)2/4 s (n + l)2/4. 
Equality occurs iff there are no negative r]-components and only one positive 
q-component. q 
6. Some bounds involving ET and HT 
In the last two sections, bounds on n and Z were obtained in terms of the 
number n of nodes. We conclude here by deriving a few slightly sharper bounds 
involving E and H. 
Theorem 6.1. Let T be any tree, and p any node in T. 
(a) HT - ET s TIT(P) s HT 
(b) -(ET - H,)2 - ET + HT <IT S (HT)2 + 2(H, - ET). 
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Proof. By Theorem 1.5 of Part I [5] and the results of Section 2, E, = 
JT-)/2+jT+( and HT=(T+(. Thus E,-H,=(T-l/230. 
If q(p) = 0, the bounds in (a) are trivially satisfied. Thus suppose p is not a 
zero node and let S be the n-component containing p. If p is negative, then the 
upper bound is trivial, and from Theorem 4.7 we have 
~~T(P)=~~~(P)~-ISI/~~-IT-I/~=H,-E,. 
If p is positive, the lower bound is trivial, and from Theorem 5.1 we have 
Q-(P) = Q(P) = IS’1 s IT’1 = HT. 
Thus (a) is established. 
To verify (b), first write (1.2) in the form 
A lower bound on the second sum is HT, the number of positive nodes. A lower 
bound may be found for the first sum by summing over the forced edges 2rw. If 
the forced edge VW lies in the negative q-component S, then by Theorem 4.7b, 
VT(U) + %-(W) = Q(V) + Q(W) 2 -WI + w2 2 -(IT-I + w 
There are (T-(/2 forced edges. Thus 
so substituting ET - HT = IT-l/2 yields the desired lower bound on IT. 
Now an upper bound on the first sum in (6.2) is -IT-l = 2(H, - ET). An 
upper bound of (HT)’ on the second sum comes from a) and the fact that 
IT+1 = HT. Combining these yields the asserted upper bound on IT. Cl 
Note added in proof. Bandelt’s proof that the link graph is chordal bipartite will 
appear in “Operations on Distance Hereditary Graphs” by Bandelt, d’Arti, 
Moscarimi, Mulder, and Schultze. 
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